This article presents the multi-agent system based on a selfadaptive differential evolution algorithm for solving dynamic problems. Characteristics of dynamic problems are that objective function, with which the quality of solutions is evaluated, changes over time. These changes can occur either after some predefined number of generations or, more commonly, in each generation, where the online responses are desired by the evolutionary algorithms. In this study, the former kind of problems were taken into consideration and were solved using multi-agent systems. Each agent in the systems is implemented as a self-adapted differential evolution with constant population size. In our comparative study, multiagent systems consisting of various population sizes in combination with various number of agents were compared, by solving the benchmark functions provided for CEC'09 Competition on Dynamic Optimization with respect to the same number of the fitness function evaluation. The main obstacle when using smaller populations is to prevent the stagnation of the population. That was partially overcome by using additional mechanisms such as: diversity measurement and information sharing between agents. As a result, the most appropriate multi-agent system was searched for, and the results of the best found multi-agent system were compared with the state-of-the-art algorithms.
INTRODUCTION
Many of real-world problems are dynamic in their nature. Dynamic optimization problems (DOP) [4] can be described as problems, where decision maker has to make multiple decisions over time and the overall performance depends on all decisions made in that time. Decisions are made sequentially over time, but it depends on the type of problems, if this decisions are made by time triggered (periodic) or event triggered events. Consequently, the value of a fitness function that is optimal at some time, is not necessary optimal at another and vice versa.
Differential evolution (DE) was proposed by Storn and Price in [11] and is a powerful evolutionary algorithm (EA) frequently used for solving global optimization problems. Its simplicity and effectiveness have been proven in many realworld applications. DE emulates natural evolution process using three operators: mutation, crossover and selection. Brest et al [1] proposed jDE algorithm which extends the original DE algorithm with self-adaptation of DE control parameters, i.e., the scale rate and the frequency of crossover rate. This self-adaptation is performed before generating the trial vector and therefore it influences creation of new trial vectors. These controls parameters are added to a representation of individuals and undergo operation of variation operators (i.e., mutation and crossover) during the evolutionary cycle.
Morrison [8] presented new EA architecture for solving DOP where he uses so-called sentinels, i.e., individuals in a population that are spread across search space whose location does not change. In this way they can be used for detecting changes of environment. Brest et al [2] presented multipopulation jDE (jDE*) algorithm with the ageing mechanism and the use of archive where they stored the current best individuals after the environment change was detected. There was no information sharing between individuals. Yang et al [13] proposed an algorithm for improving DE with population adaptation approach, where it calculates the standard deviation of individuals' in j -th dimension at generation G. Halder et al [5] presented an algorithm CDDE Ar that uses a multi-population method where clusters (sub-populations) are partitioned according to the spatial locations of trial solutions. During the evolution process, population is periodically divided in different number of clusters which causes certain information sharing during the optimization process. Lepagnot et al [6] presented MLSDO algorithm, which is based on several coordinated local searches and on the archiving of the found local optima, in order to track them after a change in the objective function. Novoa et al [9] proposed an algorithm mSQDEi, a multi-population algorithm with self-adaptive strategy for controlling the population diversity and an interaction mechanism between individuals. This paper proposes multi-agent system based on self-ada-ptive differential evolution (MAS-jDE) for solving DOP. These are a class of problems, where the environment changes over time. Autonomous agents that are capable of detecting these changes on their own, try to solve DOP by using jDE and maintaining various sized populations. An evolutionary progress can typically stagnate when using agents with smaller populations. Therefore, we tried to prevail this problem by implementing two mechanism: detection of stagnation by calculating population's diversity and migration of individuals between agents. Experiments with various configurations of multi-agent systems were conducted, where the number of agents and the population sizes were varied. Indeed, these both parameters were selected such that the algorithms in each configurations spent the same number of the fitness function evaluations. In this way, fair comparison between different MAS-jDE configurations can be expected. Additionally, the performance of the proposed algorithm MAS-jDE was also compared to the others state-of-the-art algorithms for solving DOP.
The remainder of the paper is organized in the following way. Section 2 describes the DOPs. Section 3 describes the original DE, its extension jDE and the proposed MAS-jDE algorithm. Section 4 illustrates the results of experiments that were conducted and provides discussion on them. Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper with summarizing the performed work and outlining directions for the future work.
PROBLEM DEFINITION
This paper is devoted to solving DOPs. Li et al. in [7] defined these kind of problems as follows:
where DOP is the dynamic optimization problem, f is an evaluation function, x is a feasible solution in the solution set X, φ (so called change type) is a system control parameter determining the solution's distribution in the fitness landscape and t is real-world time. Changes in environment can be results of a change of system control parameters describing environment state or a change in evaluation function. These changes can occur either after some predefined number of generations or, more commonly, in each generation, where the online responses are desired by the evolutionary algorithms.
The goal of the algorithm for solving DOP is to detect the change of environment and find the new optimum. Problem frequently occurring in evolutionary algorithms for DOP is a stagnation of population. Evolutionary process moves population to or very near to the local or global optimum, which causes a very small diversity of the population. When it comes to environmental change, the population with small diversity cannot explore search space efficiently enough. Usually this could mean, that the algorithm will not be able to find the next global optimum.
THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM
The proposed MAS-jDE algorithm combines a knowledge from two domains: evolutionary algorithms (EAs) [3] and multi-agent systems (MAS) [12] . In line with this, three algorithm are described at first, i.e., differential evolution (DE), followed by self-adaptation differential evolution (jDE)
that is an extension of DE. Finally, the proposed MAS-jDE is presented from the multi-agent aspect.
Differential evolution
DE [11] is a well established EA, developed by Storn and Price [11] . It is a population-based algorithm, whose population is defined as a set of real-valued vectors representing different solutions of the problem:
for i = 1, . . . , NP , where NP represents the population size and D is the dimensionality of the problem. Like in other EAs, the first step in DE is a random initialization of the population. Until the termination condition is satisfied, the population undergoes operation of three evolutionary operators by creating trial vectors: mutation, crossover and selection.
Mutation creates mutant vector v (G+1) i from parent's population. Different mutation DE strategies have been used in literature [10, 11] , but in original article [11] authors used the so-called 'DE/rand/1/bin':
where r0, r1 and r2 represent random integer numbers in range [1, NP ] , where it holds r0 = r1 = r2, and the scale factor is a real number in range
Crossover operator introduces a little diversity in the population of solutions. It creates a trial vector u
from a combination of elements from either the mutation vector or the corresponding parent vector as:
where the crossover rate is defined in range CR ∈ [0, 1) and determines a probability of creating a trial vector from the mutation vector. Index j rand is randomly selected integer defined in range [1, D] that is used to ensure that the algorithm makes at least one change in trial vector regarding previous generation.
Selection compares the results of fitness function from newly created trial vector u
and parent vector x (G) i,j . If the problem is minimization problem, it is defined as follows:
The fitness function depends on the problem to be solved.
Self-adaptive DE
Brest et al. [1] presented self-adaptive differential evolution algorithm (jDE), where control parameters Fi and CRi are added to representation of individuals and adapted during the evolution process using following equations: 
. Constants τ1 and τ2 are so-called learning rates determining the frequency of updating control parameters F and CR, and were set to 0.1.
Adaptation of control parameters according to Eq. (6)- (7) is performed after 10 generations in average, and therefore has a big influence on mutation and crossover operators.
Multi-agent system based on jDE for solving DOPs
Multi-agent system based on jDE for solving DOPs (MASjDE) implements system of multiple autonomous agents, that run autonomously based on jDE algorithm using separated populations of the same size. Multi-agent systems are systems composed of multiple interfacing intelligent agents. Each agent is a computationally entity like an algorithm that is placed in an environment in order to achieve its objectives [12] . In our case, each agent is devoted to search for a best solution in own region of the whole search space. Using the interaction between agents, they are able to enrich their limited knowledge with informations obtained from other agents in the MAS.
There are four main issues that must be solved when developing the algorithm: agent's population size determination, environment change detection, maintaining the population diversity and information exchange between agents. According to our assumption of fairness, it holds that if system contains more agents, the population size of each agent is decreased. This fact can cause a stagnation problem, where algorithm gets stuck in a local optimum and can not get out, due to the lower population diversity. To avoid this problem, we introduce mechanism for measuring the population diversity that uses the following principle: When the diversity of population is insignificant, the MAS-jDE begins migration of individuals between agents. The pseudo-code of the algorithm is illustrated in Algorithm 1. Update parameters F and CR (Eq. (6)- (7)) 7:
Create trial population j with DE operators mutation and crossover 8:
Evaluate j 9:
if environment change detected then 10:
Generate and evaluate new population 11:
Selection between i and j 13:
Update global best 14:
Check diversity and exchange individuals
In the remainder of the paper, the exposed issues of the proposed MAS-jDE algorithm are discussed in details.
Agent's population size determination
In order to ensure that the comparison between different MAS is as fair as possible, we introduce the total population size NP MAS , that determines the number of vectors in the so-called grand population. Obviously, the MAS-jDE with grand population is equivalent to the original jDE using a single population. In MAS-jDE, the members of this grand population are divided among agents evenly. The higher the number of agents in the MAS, the smaller is their population size. In line with this, the agent's population size NP is obtained as:
where N represents the number of agents. Because all three mentioned variables have to be integers, not all combinations of NPMAS and N are feasible.
Environment change detection
An evolutionary cycle starts after a random initialization and evaluation of agent's population. The DE mutation and crossover operate on NP − 1 trial vectors only, because the last vector is used as a sentinel [8] that never changes. Thus, the sentinel's fitness function value is changed with the change of the environment. Therefore, we first check after the newly generated population is evaluated, if the fitness value of sentinel distinguishes from the old value. In this case, we declare that the environment has changed, consequently reinitialize agent population randomly and evaluate the new fitness values for the whole population.
Maintaining the population diversity
The stagnation problem can be evident at the population as whole or at the component level [13] . In MAS-jDE, we detect stagnation by calculating agent's population diversity using the following equations [8, 13] :
where a (G) j stores the mean of population in j th dimension. j is in range [1, D] , where D is a problem dimension. xi is an individual in population. Diversity in population is checked after each generation to detect stagnation as quickly as possible. If it falls bellow threshold level, migration between agents starts. Threshold level must be set high enough, so that agent has enough diversity in population to continue exploring search-space and low enough, so it can close-in to the optimum.
Information exchange between agents
When diversity in population falls bellow threshold, migration between agents starts (Algorithm 2). Idea is as follows. Each agent begins exploration in different part of search space and therefore it's search is limited to the specific region. When new vectors are migrated from another agent, it is expected that the diversity of population will increase. Thereby, the agent will be attracted to explore the new promising regions in the search space. Procedure
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Proceedings of the 2017 4 th Student Computer Science Research Conference Ljubljana, Slovenia, 11 October of sharing information between agents is described in three steps, as follows: 1. step: The best vectors from all agents are found. 2. step: From these vectors, find the one that is the most diverse from the best vector in current agent based on Euclidian distance (Eq. (11)).
3. step: Using Euclidian distance (Eq. (11)), find two vectors that are closest to each other in the current agent (Algorithm 3) and replace the worse based on fitness function result, with the vector found is step 2.
Distance between vectors is calculated as Euclidean distance:
where p and q represent D dimensional vector.
Algorithm 2 Calculate diversity and exchange vectors 1: for each agent a do 2:
Calculate population diversity for a (Eq. (9, 10)) 3:
if a.diversity < threshold then 4:
bestVectors[] =BestVectorForEachAgent() 5:
Find the most diverse vector from the best vector in a 6: r = IndexOfMostSimillar (a) 7:
Replace vector on index r with the most remote vector Algorithm 3 Algorithm that finds vector to replace NP: size of agent's population Agent's population is ordered by fitness value 1: function IndexOfMostSimillar(a) 2: for i = 0 to (NP -2) do 3:
for
if distance < smallestDistance then 6:
EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
The goal of our experimental work was twofold. Firstly to test the MAS-jDE with different parameters settings, and thus find the best settings for parameters: the population size NP and the number of agents N . Secondly to compare the results obtained by the MAS-jDE with the results of the other state-of-the-art algorithms. In both experiments, all algorithms solved CEC'09 benchmark test functions for DOP.
The algorithm MAS-jDE used the following parameters during experiments:
• the total population size was varied as NP MAS ∈ {50, 100, 200, 400},
• the number of agents was set to values N ∈ {1, 5, 8, 10, 16, 20, 25}, from which only the feasible (Table 1) were considered, • the scale size was initially drawn randomly from uniform distribution in interval F 
Dynamic optimization benchmark
Algorithms in the study were tested on benchmark test suite provided by CEC'09 organizers for Competition on Dynamic Optimization [7] , which uses the generalized dynamic benchmark generator. Benchmark defines seven change types: small-step change (T1), large-step change (T2), random change (T3), chaotic change (T4), recurrent change (T5), recurrent change with noise (T6), and random change with changed dimension (T7). There are six test functions defined in the real-space: times to obtain the mark on specific case. Overall performance perf is the sum of the performance measures obtained for each function and each change type as follows:
where the performance measure mark i is defined as follows:
where wi denotes weight of the problem i (see [7] for more details), R the number of runs and C is the number of changes (in our case R = 20 and C = 60). The variable r lj is expressed as:
where r last lj denotes the relative ratio between fitness value of best individual and global optimum of the j-th environment, r s lj the relative ratio between fitness value of best individual and global optimum at the s-th sampling during one change, and S is total number of samples for each environment.
Computer configuration
The computer used for experimental work had the following configuration:
• System: Windows 10
• CPU: Intel Core i7-4790
• RAM: 16 GB
• Programming language: C++
Results
As mentioned in Section 3.3.1, not all combinations of parameters NP MAS and N are feasible. Therefore, in the first experiment, the following feasible combinations as presented in Table 1 were used in our study. The highest performance value perf = 70.1968 was achieved, when the grand population size was NPMAS = 200 and the MAS consisted of N = 10 agents. The last row with average performance results shows, that the MAS-jDE consisting of 8 agents returned the best results. However, this result was based only on two instances. Obviously, when all four overall performance values are taken into consideration, the MASjde using 5 agents has shown to be the best.
The results in Table 2 also show the stagnation effect in algorithm, although both features, i.e., the diversity measurements and migration of individuals were activated. Consequently, the worst results were achieved, when the grand population was divided between large number of agents. Performance also worsened, when the number of agents in the MAS with the single population increased.
Results from Table 2 Good results were achieved for all functions at small-step (T1) and chaotic (T4) change. Algorithm performed very well for functions F2 and F4 for recurrent change with noise (T6) and for function F6 with random change (T3), recurrent change (T5) and recurrent change with noise (T6).
In the second experiment, the solution with highest overall performance perf (Eq. (12)) found in the first experiment, was compared to the DOP DE, DOP jDE (i.e., equivalent to single agent MAS-jDE) and the following stateof-the-art algorithms: jDE* [2] , CDDE Ar [5] , MLSDO [6] and mSQDE-i [9] . Algorithms DOP DE and DOP jDE are original DE [11] and jDE [1] algorithms that were adopted to solve DOP, by randomly reinitializing population when change in environment is detected. The results for algorithms DOP DE and DOP jDE were contributed using our own implementations of the algorithms, while the results for others were obtained from their respective literature.
The comparative study of mentioned algorithms was made according to the overall performance values perf for 49 test cases of CEC'09 benchmark functions. The results are depicted in Table 4 and show that the MAS-jDE algorithm achieved better results than the DOP DE, DOP jDE, jDE* and CDDE Ar algorithms, while the mSQDE-i and MLSDO 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we proposed MAS-jDE algorithm that is a MAS, where agents independently of each other explore the search space using the jDE. To prevent stagnation of the agent's populations, theirs population diversity is measured. If diversity falls bellow threshold, migration mechanism between agents takes place.
Algorithm was tested on CEC'09 benchmark functions for DOP. In line with this, two experiments were conducted. In the first, we compared multi-agent systems with different configurations, where the population sizes and the number of agents were varied. The results were compared according to the benchmark's overall performance measure. The best solution was found when the total population size was 200 and the number of agents was 10. From the results of the experiments we can observe, that although we used diversity measurements and migration of individuals, stagnation of population appears in combinations, where agent's had smaller population sizes.
The results of the MAS-jDE with the best parameter setting from the first experiment were also compared with other state-of-the-art optimization algorithms. The MAS-jDE showed much better results then DOP DE and DOP jDE.
Similar, but better results were achieved against jDE* and CDDE Ar. Similarity between MAS-jDE and JDE* results can be contributed to the fact that both algorithms use the same self-adaptive algorithm to search for a global optimum. Our algorithm was outperformed by MLSDO and mSQDE-i.
Future plan is to study the results of diversity measurements and consequences of migrations of individuals more closely, and add mechanisms like k-means clustering algorithm to spread initial population more equally over search-space. Initial tests show promising results.
